
Game Ambience Loop Research 

 

The purpose of this task is research looking into existing uses of audio found in games and pay attention to 

how it compliments the visuals to set the appropriate atmosphere reflective of the desired direction of the 

purpose of the scene in question. We do this analysis of professional products to better inform our decision 

making when developing and producing our own game level loop. 

 

Ambience and Sound Loop Analysis 

 

Dead Space 2 

A particularly frightening moment in this game happens just before you get the ‘Clever Girls’ 

achievement/trophy. There is no music and it’s almost silent apart from your foot steps, the low hum of the 

ship and then sounds of screeches off in some other point in the area and running around you where you can’t 

see. This is how the game builds the tension before the scare, with frightening high pitched croaks, screams 

and cries and not knowing what it is, but continuously teasing a scare. It’s a short scene that could have been 

drawn out, but the makings of a good fright is there, it just needs a little more tension and sense of pace. 

This part takes place in a decently sized open plan room with a lot of blind spots and openings from the 

architectural design and poor lighting, this makes the sounds more effective because there’s nowhere to stop 

and look for them, the room is circular and the sound overlaps and surrounds you, the lack of area to focus on 

lets you know you’re now easy pickings which is made even more apparent by the AI looking at you from 

around corners so it’s not a sudden, mindless attack, the shrieks come from other places, overwhelm and get 

to you as you’re being observed. 

 

List of diegetic sounds: 

Heavy, bare, frantic running 

Moving in an armoured suit 

Distant shrieks and running 

Screeching/clicks 

Dialogue 

Hum of the ship 

Breathing 

Shouts 

Plasma cutter shots 

Sliding doors 



Lift 

Metal door barged and breaking 

 

The Last of Us 

At one point in this game it will make you go through a basement area, there is no natural or artificial light 

offered by the environment here apart from your flashlight’s. While in these conditions the game will reduce 

your mobility by making you move through deep water, the reverb and echoes of the water in the basement 

make it hard to tell where infected might come from because moving makes you vulnerable just for moving 

and makes every little sound travel and seem larger than it is and makes it seem like everything is 

claustrophobically close by which means you have to move even more to check nothings there, quite a smart 

system, especially when something definitely made the noise. Like Dead Space 2 you will reach an area where 

you can hear the running pats trying to get the upper hand on you, the music will become deadly silent at this 

point and allow you to calculate where the infected are in the dark and corridors, this is what the teasing had 

been building the player up for and once you start to fight there’s a loop change. 

All this time the game soundtrack wouldn’t let up, playing with unpleasant, constant tension with low, drawn 

out sounds like the wind’s howl that dies down and subtly comes back like it’s being careful too by being 

discrete about it. Higher frequency, wavering wind sounds, or an instrument I can’t recognize not being 

instrumentally aware also like to suddenly join the soundtrack at time again to make it seem like something’s 

about to happen, it could even be a way manipulate the player psychologically by making it sound like a 

person’s nervous, shaky breathing so the player reciprocates it to better handle the stress. Sometimes the 

sound makes it seem like it will peak with a shuddering addition of an organ that comes in too quickly and 

quickly fades away edging the player’s pressure to slow them down with a scare and not rush through this part 

by making it out as if they’re going to get caught, this makes for an even more effective sense of fear later with 

real desperation when something actually happens. The sudden changes of frequencies go well with the 

eventual particles and mist in the air, it makes it harder to see what’s happening so these musical scares 

become more effective since anything could actually be there and we wouldn’t know. 

 

List of diegetic sounds: 

Sloshing water 

Rats 

Dialogue 

Clicking (Clickers) 

Screams 

Echoes 

Revving and rumble of generator 

Over head light coming loose and breaking 

Drowned out sound of submerged swimming 



Picking things up in the environment e.g. ammunition, scissors, meds, etc 

Breathing behind filtered mask 

Bang of pipes 

Shaking flash light 

Door handle 

 

Among the Sleep 

After rescuing your teddy the game will have you look for your mum in the dark of night around your home 

and as you travel further through your home a haunted soundtrack will play with deep, slightly gravelled, slow 

pace hum with very little changes in frequency that plays throughout the piece, it could alternatively be 

described as harsh, or winter wind heard from the inside of a house which you can also pick out seldom drum 

beats. Occasionally you can hear the hold of a subtle, low waterphone, electric guitar, horn, or perhaps wind 

instrument that seems to play more frequently near doors, or nearing objectives. A piercing high pitch sound 

from I think a violin, high piano notes with an effect to drag out the sound and rapidly choke them to make it 

sound like ringing will play for you when you touch and open doors when prior to that the music, or sound has 

come from it and make it seem something ominous is back there. It may also be raining outside, but this 

doesn’t happen near every window. 

As always the lack of lighting provides the optimal place to set scary music and build tension since people can 

easily be afraid within this setting, not knowing what’s there, not being able to see what’s there, it’s an 

irrational fear now we only get dependant on context, but of use to developers producing the right fear 

stimuli, this makes Among the Sleep smart because being a small child like you are in the game, you move 

slowly and things look consuming because you’re so close to the ground, that helplessness has been made to 

go a long way accompanied with its ambience in the dark as a sort of trigger for the context to cause anxiety 

and your slow movement to change your response to hiding in things such as wardrobes, under beds, tables, 

etc, during some gameplay points where you have to do this and wait for the right time to come out certain 

sound queues will play as you hide . 

 

List of diegetic sounds: 

Singing 

Brush of pyjamas 

Soft footsteps 

Thunder 

Rain 

Dialogue 

TV static 

Things being dropped 



Creaking of doors 

Anything you want to interact with e.g. door handles, baby bottle, dragging chairs, etc. 

Heart beat 

Grandfather clock’s swings and chime 

Rustling and fiddling of door handle 

 

Design concept 

 

Idea 1 - Scrapped (Couldn’t find enough examples) 

The scene mood I’m attempting establishes with the music is an unnerving, sinister, curious mystery with slow paced high notes similar to that of a horror movie scene 

with a baby, but more tranquil than borderline creepy and meant to evoke a sense of being out of place and inspire festering speculations allowing the player’s 

imagination to become engaged with a stimulating soundtrack at first and build the tension on their own by letting their own fears fill their thoughts to anticipate what 

they’re most afraid of finding. 

The visuals will be a worked in, hospital void of people that looks to have suddenly been left in a scattered mess and the player is left to explore around the rooms, 

corridors, surgery and storage rooms. The player has woken up in a hospital bed and gown to find everyone gone; they go looking for someone to ask why no one’s 

around and wanders through the complicated building that seems strange in someway. Things are in slightly different places than they were before. Did you hear 

something? Papers and information on the computers are documented with a date much later than when you looked caught a glace. Are you still sane? This place just 

stopped feeling sane. What does that say!? …This isn’t a normal hospital. The objective of this level is to find out more about what’s really going on and what’s happening 

and going happen to you. 

 

Idea - 2 

A slow to medium paced, quietened, but still prominent horror track that creates the illusion of tension and 

increased paranoia looking to make you check what’s behind you more often and make it an anxious, 

unsettling struggle to explore new areas. Nothing is actually going to happen during this part of the game, but 

it’s a psychological game with the player with the soundtrack, but that doesn’t mean music won’t suggest the 

threat’s not there and you just have to keep moving further towards your objective with the music made to 

cause your imagination to make you think you’re in a desperate situation enough to make your skin crawl at 

the noises, but not isolate what’s making them. 

You need to move through a darkened, abandoned, but interestingly just functional hospital environment dark 

enough you need to hug the walls, the lights flicker causing shadows to cast in different directions so nothing is 

ever the same and disorienting to you when you see the location again, the lights when off completely force 

you stop in the middle of the darkened room and listen to the noises of things around you, the game forces 

you to pay hard attention to the screen to memorizes the path you want to take when the lights go out again if 

you want to make as much distance as possible in short spaces of time and don’t want to stop moving which is 

the intention. It’s frightening and tense so you sometimes pick up speed and bump into things, stumbling and 

kick things on the floor. You have to look for your friend who you got separated from and are following the last 

place you hear him call, then he wouldn’t answer back. The game will put you on edge and torture you by 

making you pay really close pay attention in this intimidating situation and look in the places you don’t want. 

 


